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Introduction 

Major patterns of vegetation in South Central Texas closely match the major patterns of 

the surface geology (Fig. 1). The variety of rock types at or near the surface in South Central 

Texas ensures that the region has a diversity of soils and landforms, which together with the cli-

mate, strongly influence the composition of the flora of this area. 

The juxtaposition of diverse rock types and landforms in South Central Texas can be ex-

plained through a brief geologic history of this area. For this purpose, there is no need to consider 

more than the latest seven percent of the Earth’s 4.5-billion-year history.   The abbreviated geo-

logic history recounted below begins about 300 million years ago during the Pennsylvanian Period 

and comes forward, in uneven hops, to modem times.   This story is based on interpretations of 

rocks at the surface or in the subsurface of South Central Texas. 
 

 
Abbreviated Geologic History 

 

Pennsylvanian Period 

 
We begin with the Pennsylvanian Period (Fig. 2), because during that time an event oc-

curred that established the fundamental structural framework of this part of the North American 

continent and strongly influenced the subsequent geologic history.  The effects of this event are 

seen in the modern geology and, consequently, the modern vegetation. 

The area that is now South Central Texas was mountainous during late Pennsylvanian 

time (Fig. 3). This was because late in the Paleozoic Era (Fig. 2), the continental masses of the 

world were drawn together by convective currents flowing within the almost-molten upper man-

tle, the layer of the Earth upon which the large segments (plates) of continental and oceanic crust 

float. 

When the North American continent was brought into collision with the South American 

continent during the Pennsylvanian Period, the thick layers of marine sedimentary rock that had 

accumulated on the continental margins were crumpled into a belt of folded, faulted, and partly 

metamorphosed strata. This zone of deformed rock rose up to form the Ouachita Mountains, a 

westward extension of the southern Appalachian Mountain Belt.  During the continental collision, 

the Ouachita belt was bent around the stable Llano-area promontory of Precambrian igneous and 

metamorphic rocks, causing the Ouachita Mountains to trend northeast between San Antonio and 

Dallas and east-west between San Antonio and Del Rio. 

 
Permian-Triassic-Middle Jurassic Periods 

 

 

For the next 100 million years or so, the future South Central Texas area was part of a 
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